
c u r a t o r i a l  s e r v i c e s

treasure hunt
presented by:

Below you will find twenty clues leading you to the location of twenty pieces of artwork hidden in Old
City. Take the included pencil with you and fill out where you found the artwork  (please do not take the
artwork). A hint: all of the artwork is located between Front and Third and Race and Market streets. If
you locate all twenty pieces, send this cluesheet back to us and we�ll send you a prize. You have until the
end of October to find all twenty, Happy Hunting!
1. Dan Schimmel, �Up�
in a room full of vinyl
high up on a wall
solve this first clue
now your on the ball
location___________________________
2. Chris Vecchio, �Evolution�
if you're looking for a clue 
go ask the skeleton in your closet
but he's probably prepping
in the kitchen before making his deposit
location___________________________
3. Jody Sweitzer, �Sink or Swim�
if you are in trouble
and need clothes for a date
don�t call 911
call 138
location___________________________
4. Alyse Bernstein, �Mug�
if its coffee you�re needing
or a novel by Twain
go find the artwork
we don�t need to explain
location___________________________
5. Hiro Sakaguchi, �Blue 40 Ouncer�
fill the mug up high
and keep the beer flowing
follow all the irish to race
they know where they're going
location___________________________
6. Laura Hutton, �Oddball�
little sweets
two plus two
ask for a second
check out the view
location___________________________
7. Chris Macan, �Stones�
to be patriotic
and to figure this clue
go to the place
to buy red, white and blue
location___________________________

8. Kyle Cassidy, �Drowning in your Spotlight�
in a place where autos once were
near a building that's orange not red
there you'll find clue number 8
sneak a smoke out back by the shed
location___________________________
9. David Gerbstadt, �Swimming Fish�
follow arch to the end
turn you eyes to the sky
look for the artwork
while cars whiz on by
location___________________________
10. Linda Harris, �Searching�
head to the east
to get your hair done
quick solve this clue
there�s a prize to be won
location___________________________
11. James Rosenthal, �Incognito�
go to the market
look for a model
find the art in the window
not a ship in a bottle
location___________________________
12. John Murphy, Untitled 
Near a fence made of link
On a hole in the ground
Pictures make you think
Why did this burn down?
location___________________________
13. Ed Dormer, �Blowback�
printing in the past
was done by lithography
to locate the artwork
check the buildings geography
location___________________________
14. Nick Cassway, �Carlo Giuliani�
at the end of the quarry
its not miners you�ll find
the artwork is safe
it�s there, are you blind?
location___________________________

15. Trishy Gdowik, �Night Jazz�
it�s not a cat that got stuck
or Ben Franklin�s kite
take a stroll on down arch
there�s artwork in sight
location___________________________
16. Mick Ricerto,�Unauthorized Parcel�
when searching for bread in a quarry
one needs to get down on the ground
look for the little arched windows
down below there�s art to be found
location___________________________
17. Marc Manning, �Fucked Memory�
one gumdrop is sweet
a second is dandy
go round the corner
from the place that sells candy
location___________________________
18. Sandra Webberking, �Dragonfly�
use the right tools 
buy three if you please 
something to swat dragonflies
or pesky carpenter bees
location___________________________
19. Dina Wind, �Crushed Fenders/Slashed Tires�

in a place with machinery
that uses that word
find the sculpture of steel
and you won�t come in third
location___________________________
20. David Dworanczyk, �Household�
if your clothes get real dirty
while making mulberry pie
head right on down to the cleaners
there's art to be seen way up high
location___________________________
visit www.dissentia.com at the end of
the month to see the locations of all
the artwork. Send inquiries about the
artwork to dcs@dissentia.com or call
610.789.2845
thanks for participating!


